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THE LA MADERA TRAVERTINES, RIO OJO CALIENTE, 
NORTHERN NEW MEXICO: INVESTIGATING THE LINKED 

SYSTEM OF CO2-RICH SPRINGS AND TRAVERTINES AS 
NEOTECTONIC AND PALEOCLIMATE INDICATORS 
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ABSTRACT—The La Madera travertine and CO2-rich spring system of northern New Mexico provides a linked data set to 
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lineament. Water chemistry modeling shows that most of the CO2 is endogenic (derived from deep geologic sources), with 
subordinate amounts from dissolution of carbonate and from organic sources. Spring waters are high in arsenic, salts, and 
metals that mix with and detract from water quality in the regional aquifers, potentially including the Buckman wells near 
Santa Fe. 3He/4He data from CO2-rich hot and cool springs have values ranging from 6.16 to 0.09 RA (77 to 1% mantle helium), 
with highest values in the Valles caldera, approaching MORB values (8 RA). Mantle degassing is interpreted as a neotectonic 
signal of active upwelling of asthenospheric mantle beneath the Jemez low seismic velocity mantle anomaly. These CO2 vents 
align along the NE- and N-trending, tectonically active, extensional faults and fault jogs that parallel the Jemez lineament. The 
regional continuity and neotectonic activity along these structures suggest an active Embudo-Jemez transfer zone that extends 
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is driven by geothermal pressure gradients. Travertines are deposited by CO2-rich waters that ascend along faults and hence 
they provide a record of past and ongoing mantle 3He and CO2 degassing. U-series dating so far, with ages back to >500 ka, 
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head. Abundant deposition in the 200-100 ka range may provide a local record of the transition from the penultimate glaciation 
(135 ka) to the ensuing interglacial (125 ka) that is documented globally by the transition from marine oxygen isotope stage 
6 to oxygen isotope stage 5. U-series dates on travertine-cemented terraces also provide precise river incision rates that vary 
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climate change.

OVERVIEW

Extensive travertine deposits that we refer to as the La Madera 
travertines occur along the Rio Ojo Caliente near La Madera, NM 
(Fig.1), and the springs in the region continue to deposit traver-
tine today. These travertines are datable with high-precision ura-
nium-series methods now capable of obtaining age uncertainties 
of less than 1%.  Thus, the travertines preserved in this landscape 
provide a potentially powerful tool for understanding paleohy-
drology (Goff and Shevenell, 1987), paleoclimate (Winograd et 
al., 1992), and differential river incision (Pederson et al., 2002). 
Travertine deposits precipitate from CO2-rich groundwaters issu-
ing from springs aligned along the normal fault at the base of La 
Madera Mountains (Fig. 2). Travertine forms several modern and 
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Ojo Caliente (Koning et al., 2011). Here we report spring water 
geochemistry in the La Madera area, discuss travertine forma-
tion, report ages of travertines in the La Madera area, and com-
pare this occurrence to other regional travertines and CO2-rich 
springs in northern New Mexico.

TRAVERTINE AND TRAVERTINE FORMATION

The term travertine (originally Tivertino, tiburtinus and trav-
ertino, among others) has its origin from the Roman location of 
Tivoli, a town east of Rome where extensive quarries, still active 

today, are found.  Travertine exhibits striking banding, and can 
be translucent with spectacular botryoidal fabrics. It has been 
found in cultural artifacts (travertine pendants in New Mexico; 
Zeigler et al., 2011); it also served as the source stone for Canopic 
jars in early Egyptian usage. Travertine is used extensively as 
architectural stone, and many classic Roman buildings (the Pan-
theon and Coliseum, for example) are built from travertine. In 
New Mexico, active quarries east of Belen have supplied stone 
for the construction of the State Capital building and buildings 
�
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travertine may be found in the literature. Excellent summaries of 
travertines are presented by Pentecost (2005) and Alonso-Zarza 
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tecost (2005, p. 2):

A chemically-precipitated continental limestone 
formed around seepages, springs and along streams and 
rivers, occasionally in lakes and consisting of calcite or 
aragonite, of low to moderate intercrystalline porosity and 
often high mouldic or framework porosity within a vadose 
or occasionally shallow phreatic environment. Precipitation 
results primarily through the transfer (evasion or invasion) 
of carbon dioxide from or to a groundwater source leading 
to calcium carbonate supersaturation, with nucleation/crys-
tal growth occurring upon a submerged surface.
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modern and ancient deposits. Note that calcretes and speleothems 
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(line pattern), springs with mantle 3He (white dots; keyed to Table 2), and Quaternary travertine deposits (keyed to Table 3).
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are special cases, referring to soil and cave environments of for-
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in lacustrine environments as tufa (these are often irregular in 
shape and highly porous and may contain other minerals than 
calcite); hot spring deposits, often referred to as sinters, may be 
composed dominantly of silica.  Note that carbon dioxide is a key 
component of travertine formation. A case of travertine forma-
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or soil gas CO2  to precipitate travertine. The far more common 
occurrence (and the mode of formation at La Madera) involves 

degassing of highly CO2 -charged groundwaters as they emerge at 
the low- PCO2 surface environment, resulting in the precipitation 
of CaCO3 as travertine.   

A groundwater capable of producing travertine necessarily 
requires both dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) and calcium.  
Such a solution is commonly formed when a source of CO2 com-
������+�
��+�
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then leaches calcium (among other solutes) from surrounding 
rock. In some instances (especially geothermal settings), ground-
water may leach calcium from silicate rocks. Most importantly, 
carbonate sedimentary strata are readily soluble by corrosive 

FIGURE 2.  Geologic map of the study area (from Koning et al, 2011).  Travertines form two prominent platforms: one east of the Rio Ojo Caliente and 
a higher and older platform on the western side of the valley.  Circles indicate the location of the analyzed springs (with two along the river).  Locations 
of the dated travertines are denoted with stars (see Table 3).
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to the dissolved load. The chemical reaction is:

Step 1.  CO2 (external) + H2O + CaCO3 (e.g. limestone)�����2+ + 2HCO3
-

Step 2. Ca2+ + 2HCO3
- 
(in solution)�����2 (degassing) + H2O + CaCO3(travertine) 

Step 1 represents the acquisition of the solute load from car-
bonates (e.g. limestone in the aquifer) under some condition of 
excess CO2 (shown in BOLD) relative to typical atmospheric 
concentrations. We call this the external CO2. Step 2 represents 
the degassing of CO2 and the formation of travertine. Note that 
the CO2 that we actually measure at a spring contains the homog-
enized carbon isotopic composition of both  the external CO2 and 
any CO2 from carbonate rocks ‘digested’ along the hydrologic 
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marine (for example the Pennsylvanian Madera Limestone), with 
an isotopic �13C value that is near 0 permil (‰) relative to the 
standard (PDB: a marine fossil, the PeeDee belemnite). Impor-
tantly, for each mole of carbon precipitated as calcite in traver-
tine, an equivalent mole of carbon dioxide degasses to the atmo-
sphere. Thus extensive travertine accumulations represent only a 
portion of the CO2 transported from deep sources to the surface. 
Also note that large amounts of external CO2 are required to pro-
duce the supersaturated spring waters from which travertine is 
produced. Large volumes of travertine require a combination of 
high water discharge, abundant external CO2, and large amounts 
of time. The percolation of meteoric water through limestone 
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load to produce large volumes of travertine. A common example 
of low external CO2��'�
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with a tenfold increase in CO2 due to soil microbial respiration 
- this process results in the formation of many vadose cave spe-
leothems (see Ford and Williams, 2007). Accumulation rates are 
relatively low (mm/ky), and this external CO2 is characterized by 
a low �13C value consistent with an organic source on the order of 
-30 ‰. A high CO2 system, commonly found in volcanic environ-
ments in association with geothermal systems, would be charac-
terized by much higher solute loads, depositional rates as high as 
cm/yr (though a wide range is observed), and higher �13C values 
of -10 to above 0 ‰ are measured. Examples and case studies 
may be found in Turi (1986), Fouke et al. (2000), Chafetz and 
Folk (1984), and Crossey et al. (2006). 

Travertine deposition often occurs on slopes (ranging from 
gentle to steep), with inclined primary bedding. For example, 
Figure 3 shows both active modern (3a) and extinct older (3b) 
travertine drapes at La Madera. Laminations and banding are 
commonly observed at the millimeter- to centimeter scale, and 
have been shown in many case studies to result from daily and sea-
sonal growth patterns. When degassing is rapid due to turbulence 
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ties, the waters become more supersaturated with respect to cal-
cite. Precipitation (formation of travertine rock) takes place, not 
only at the spring vent (Figs. 4a and 4b), but as hanging curtains 
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terraced pools (Figs. 5a and 5b), and coatings on objects in the 
stream (Fig. 4d).  In active systems, a positive feedback between 
the growth of dam structures and enhanced degassing is very 
common at scales from millimeters to decimeters. The migration 
of dam structures on sloping surfaces results in undulatory bed-
ding (Figs. 5a and 5b). Generally, dam spacing decreases as slope 
steepness increases. Travertines forming in pools behind dams 
or in marsh environments are rarely bedded and can be micritic 
suggesting slow calcite precipitation, whereas dams and drapes 
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rial and algal laminations; bryophyte, charophyte and reed casts 
(Fig. 5c); and leaf, stick, and tree casts (Fig. 5d). Distal to spring 
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(Fig. 4d). Beautifully banded carbonate cements can form under 
river water in gravel channels due to groundwater outlets. Caves 
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water through previously deposited travertine. These deposits can 
include botryoidal textures indicative of calcite growth into open 
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Caves within drapes may contain younger calcite as veins and 
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overall platform is still hydrologically connected and the local 
groundwater table migrates up or down through the deposit with 
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calcite and attractive to date, but they only provide minimum 
ages on the stratigraphic travertine layers they cross cut (Fig. 6a). 
Clastic travertine composed of locally-derived intraclasts, as well 

FIGURE 3.  a.  Holocene travertine drape is forming near river level as 
CO2-rich waters pour over and de-gas at vegetated modern waterfall. b. 
High travertine drape formed in a similar way 100-200 thousand years 
ago, when river was in a higher landscape position  
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as slope wash or stream sediments, are also locally abundant. An 
often overlooked expression of travertine is as calcite cements 
within fault zones and in regional aquifers. 

WATER GEOCHEMISTRY IN THE LA MADERA 
SPRINGS AND REGIONAL GROUNDWATER 

IMPLICATIONS

Travertine deposits need to be understood in the context of 
the waters that deposit them. Travertine-depositing spring waters 
are distinctive—they commonly represent the mixing of “upper 
world” (epigenic) groundwaters derived from surface recharge 
+�
����	+���+	����X��	�����]������
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eral loads (dissolved salts) and high levels of carbon dioxide and 
other exotic gases from deep within the Earth.  While the springs 
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many other locations in northern New Mexico they are also asso-
ciated with faults. The active travertine-depositing springs pro-

vide a window into subsurface hydrologic mixing of shallow and 
��������$

The traditional view of the hydrologic cycle focuses on con-
nections to Earth’s surface-water circulation. Surface water, 
derived from snow melt and rainfall percolate through near-sur-
face sediments and rocks over thousands of years to become deep 
groundwater.  But, while important, the top-down water story is 
incomplete. A more complete model (Crossey et al., 2006; 2009) 
considers an additional “lower world” component to the ground-
water system: deeply circulated groundwaters that rise along fault 
conduits and mingle in the groundwater system, occasionally, as 
at La Madera, emerging through spring vents. The relative pro-
portion of the upper world and lower world waters differs from 
spring to spring and can be determined by analyzing the water 
chemistry and especially certain distinctive tracers, or chemical 
travelers, from the deep. The travertine-depositing springs are 
a subset of groundwaters with very special characteristics.  For 
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Caliente and cementing modern river gravels. 
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warm, and low in dissolved oxygen.  Thus, sidestreams contain-
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gen-rich waters. However, the travertine springs do provide habi-
tat for many endemic species (especially invertebrates and other 
aquatic life) and the mouths of these sidestreams are preferred 
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can Southwest. The geochemistry of these waters and the gases 
they contain tell a remarkable tale about the origin of the waters 
and the resulting travertine deposits (Crossey et al., 2006; 2009). 

Table 1 presents water chemistry for springs, groundwaters, 
and the Rio Ojo Caliente in the La Madera area. Geochemi-
cal modeling (using PHREEQC, Parkhurst, 1995) shows that, 
especially near spring sources, the waters show extremely high 
partial pressures of CO2. Spring sources are typically undersatu-
rated with calcite at these high PCO2 values, but would be highly 
supersaturated as degassing of CO2 occurs (note that calcite satu-
ration indices tend to increase as PCO2 of waters decreases in 
Table 1).  Figure 7 is a Piper diagram that shows the geochemistry 
of La Madera spring waters compared to other groundwaters in 
the region. In this diagram, cations are plotted in the lower left 
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ternary triangle, anions in the lower right triangle, and both are 
projected into the central parallelogram. Different areas group 
nicely into hydrochemical facies. Hydrothermal waters of the 
Valles caldera and other hot springs plot near the right apex of 
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These waters are interpreted (Crossey et al., 2009) to be close 
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aquifer. Low TDS springs and meteoric recharge plot near the 
left apex of the parallelogram and these are interpreted to be the 
upper world endmember. Note that water volumes are dominated 
by this meteoric endmember, but water chemistry can be domi-
nated by relatively small volumes of the lower world endmem-
���$� �{�����	���	�������
�� X������������������	+]� ����������
in total salinity (TDS; see Table 1) by 46% due to spring inputs 
along the La Madera travertine reach. La Madera spring waters 
fall in an intermediate position on Figure 7 suggesting mixing 

of these endmembers. Other spring groups also cluster based on 
their distinctive geochemistry and hence suggest different mixing 
proportions. When considered regionally, the spring groups seem 
to make a near continuum of endmember mixing. 

Similar chemical mixing trends to La Madera are observed 
within dozens of spring waters analyzed throughout the New 
Mexico region (Newell et al., 2005; Crossey et al., 2009; Williams, 
2009; Jochems et al., 2011).  Even dilute springs and the Buck-
������	��+�
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water quality. The Chimayo CO2 geyser, and spring waters near 
San Ysidro also show mixing of lower and upper world sources. 
Important trace elements in these spring waters include arsenic, 
�������� ��������� ��
������ ��	������ �	�	��� ��	������ ��� ������$�
{�����������
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mal inputs, and rock-water interaction with volcaniclastics (that 

FIGURE 6. a) North travertine exposure of Fig. 2, showing drape and caves (thin white lines and closely-spaced vertical lines, respectively). The 103 ± 
0.5 ka age is from a cave below and right of this photo, so the travertine depicted is interpreted to predate 103 ka. Figure 6b) Cave from which Sample 
K03-LM5 was obtained (89 ± 2.25  ka). This cave is to the left of Fig. 6a. Figure 6c) travertine-cemented gravels of the 20-40 m terrace are overlain 
by the >103 ka travertine drape. Figure 6d) Dating of travertine-cemented gravels within different river terraces is underway and will provide better 
constraints for incision rate changes through time.  
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can be high in As), granites (that are high in U and Radon), and 
mineral deposits (e.g. roll-front deposits in the Española Valley; 
McLemore et al., 2011). In most cases, the presence of these dis-
solved constituents impairs the water quality, making the waters 
�����`
��	���������	�����
�	�$�

In summary, our hypothesis is that mixing of chemically 
�	
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���
quality in direct proportion to the mixing percentages of epigenic 
and endogenic inputs. Epigenic waters are characterized by low 
salinity, Ca-Mg-bicarbonate fresh water compositions typical of 
meteoric recharge and limestone aquifers. Endogenic water com-
ponents have high CO2, lower pH, high salinity, and high alkalin-
ity, with variable trace and major element compositions typical 
of hydrothermal waters (Table 1). This model provides an avenue 
for mitigation of water quality degradation via management pro-
cedures that involve deliberate mixing of variable groundwater 
and surface water sources.

GAS COMPOSITION, 3HE/4HE DATA, AND EVIDENCE 
FOR MANTLE CONTRIBUTIONS IN SPRINGS

In addition to CO2, an isotope of helium (3He) is found in quan-
tities higher than expected in groundwater in all of these springs. 
Much of the Earth’s 3He is primordial, left from Earth formation, 
and this isotope is relatively abundant in the mantle (Clarke et al., 
1969). 3He can also form in small quantities in the near-surface 
system from lithium spallation, cosmic rays, and beta decay of 
tritium. But, when 3He is found in large abundances in non-air-
contaminated waters at spring vents (where we sample), it is the 
“silver bullet” tracer for identifying volatiles from the mantle.    
This indicates that the same sort of tectonic processes necessary 
to produce volumes of basalt (also prevalent in the rift) is yielding 
the CO2�����������
��
��������	�������
������������+�
����	��-
waters coursing through the regional fault systems and leaking 

into local aquifers. The presence of mantle-derived helium pro-
vides unequivocal documentation of a remarkable connection 
between the mantle, movement of small volumes of lower world 
���������	�������
�������������+�
��
���������������*	�����
water in the aquifer, to produce quite variable chemistry of 
springs and groundwaters. 

In contrast, the isotope 4He accumulates from radioactive 
decay of U- and Th-series nuclides, which tend to be concen-
trated in the crust. We measure the 3He/4He ratio of spring waters 
collected right at the vent to avoid air contamination. This ratio 
is typically reported (normalized) relative to air (RA��:$\���:<-6). 
�	���	�
��
�����
������*��������
����	���������������*��
from the upper mantle, have values of 8 ± 1 RA (Graham, 2002), 
whereas hot springs at Yellowstone Park, derived from a plume 
tapping deeper, less degassed portions of the mantle, have 3He/4He 
values of ~16 RA (Craig et al., 1978). Continental cratonic areas 
have values of 0.02 RA consistent with extensive addition of 4He 
from radioactive decay (Reid and Graham, 1996) in areas that 
have been shielded from any recent asthenospheric inputs by 
thick lithosphere. Values greater than 0.1 RA are typically taken 
as strong evidence for a young (last several million year) input of 
mantle-derived volatiles. Regional studies (Newell et al., 2005) 
indicate that most of the CO2-rich springs of the western U.S. 
springs contain measurable mantle components, with the highest 
values concentrated along plate margin fault systems and near 
volcanoes. There is also an association of high mantle helium 
with low seismic velocity mantle domains which is interpreted 

	������
�����	�������+�����������
������������
��	���	�
�
the tectonically active western U.S., and as far east as the western 
Great Plains (Newell et al., 2005).    

Figure 1 shows the distribution of hot and cool springs in 
northern New Mexico that have been analyzed for their helium 
isotope composition; and Table 2 summarizes 3He/4He isotopic 
data from northern New Mexico. Air corrected 3He/4He values 

TABLE 1. La Madera Spring Chemistry

Sample ID Name
Spring Location
Dec. Lat Long

(NAD 83)

T
(C) pH

1TDS
ppm

Ca
ppm

Mg
ppm

Na
ppm

K
ppm

Alkalinity
ppm

Cl
ppm

SO4
ppm

2Charge
balance

%

3log
PCO2

4S.I.
calcite

AK-LM-09-63 La Madera Spring Group 36.3608, 106.0421 26.2 5.87 1388 125 53 165 14 647 106 278 -3.3 -0.1 -0.85
AK-LM-09-64 La Madera Spring Group 36.3609, 106.0425 14.2 7 1539 110 63 191 16 683 137 339 -6.6 -1.3 0.06
AK-LM-09-65 La Madera Spring Group 36.3524, 106.0430 12.9 7.04 1341 93 52 171 14 653 107 252 -6.3 -1.3 0.02
AK-LM-09-66 La Madera Spring Group 36.3524, 106.0430 13.2 6.95 1325 95 52 167 14 628 116 253 -6.2 -1.3 -0.07
BE-03-OJO-1 La Madera Spring Group 36.3565, 106.0416 22.9 8.13 1649 62 73 298 23 765 146 283 0.2 -2.3 1.08
LC-03-LM-10 Rio Ojo Caliente at Bridge 36.3511, 106.0453 15.3 8.11 830 85 34 95 9 444 53 110 1.5 -2.6 0.97
LC-03-LM-11 La Madera Spring Group 36.3511, 106.0453 14.2 7.76 1638 95 77 234 20 785 195 231 -3.2 -2.0 0.82
LC-03-LM-12 La Madera Spring Group 36.3605, 106.0421 25.9 6.03 1374 137 63 175 16 670 94 220 4.6 -0.2 -0.63
LC-03-LM-13 Rio Ojo Caliente at Waterfall 36.3641, 106.0473 23.3 8.06 567 65 17 55 5 335 31 59 -2.9 -2.6 0.85
LC-03-LM-14 La Madera Spring Group 36.3605, 106.0421 22.1 6.63 1220 110 64 78 16 633 96 224 -9.8 -0.9 -0.19
LC-03-LM-15 La Madera Spring Group 36.3605, 106.0421 16.4 6.51 1220 129 43 178 11 584 82 194 6.0 -0.8 -0.35
LC-03-LM-16 Statue Spring 36.3819, 106.0605 28.2 6.05 1275 110 59 166 15 634 87 204 2.4 -0.3 -0.69
LC-03-LM-20 La Madera Spring Group 36.3565, 106.0416 18.3 6.17 1443 130 62 182 16 778 89 186 2.0 -0.4 -0.55
LC-03-LM-22 La Madera Spring Group 36.3609, 106.0425 25.9 6.15 1360 137 63 175 15 656 93 221 5.3 -0.4 -0.52
LC-03-LM-25 Atterbury Well 36.3537, 106.0491 17.1 7.04 1674 64 12 438 7 920 71 162 6.7 -1.2 0.07
LC-09-CH3 Chimayo Well 35.9922, 105.9445 14.1 6.12 7092 424 186 1022 48 3978 1122 312 -11.5 0.3 0.30

1 TDS is total dissolved solids, computed as the sum of major ions expressed in parts per million (ppm).
2 Charge balance computed  as the sum of cations minus the sum of anions normalized to the combined sum  (all in meq/L).
3 Partial pressure of CO2 with which the water has equilibrated using the geochemical modeling code PHREEQC (Parkhurst, 1995).
4 degree of supersaturation (Saturation Index) with respect to calcite computed using PHREEQC.
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range from 0.1 to 6.1 RA. The highest 3He/4He values are in the 
Valles caldera, where waters and gases from both surface springs 
(Sulfur Springs; up to 5.16-6.16 RA) and hydrothermal test drill 
holes (VC wells; 5-5.72 RA) indicate 60-77% of the He is from 
the mantle.  3He/4He values decrease rapidly both SW and NE 
of the Caldera, but values of 0.33 RA at both La Madera and San 
Ysidro attest to appreciable (4%) mantle helium at considerable 
distance from the caldera. Our interpretation of this pattern is 
that, like much of the western U.S., mantle degassing from faults 
�������	���$�{���*��'������*���������
���������������
�
�������-
ence of a shallow magma body present there (Lutter et al., 1995; 

Roberts et al., 1995; Goff, 2009) and suggest that hydrothermal 
���������������
����'���*�������������
�	����	�������
��
	�
���
SW (the Baca plume of Goff and Gardner, 1994) and perhaps also 
to the NE of the caldera.   

MODELING OF SOURCES OF CO2

There are several possible sources of the CO2 gas that acts as 
the carrier gas for the mantle-derived helium and is also the key 
agent that makes the water corrosive enough to dissolve lime-
�
	������
����	+���
�$���	��
������
���+���������	�
�+	�&����

FIGURE 7.  Piper diagram (Piper, 1944) of water chemistries in northern New Mexico.  Symbol size varies according to salinity: see Table 1. Buckmen 
|����̀ ���X�������]�������'	���'����X������̀ �����
��]��������}����	�X���	��]��#��Q�����X�������]����	���������������X�
���]��{��������������������
San Ysidro (down triangles), Valles Caldera (up triangles), Zia Pueblo (hourglass). Buckman well data from Johnson et al., 2008; Jemez Pueblo data 
from Craigg, 1984; other data from Newell et al., 2005.
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have thought that the elevated CO2 necessary to make the ground-
waters corrosive was acquired in the recharge areas, through 
near-surface biological respiration and other microbial activity in 
soils and due to transpiration of plants (Giegengack and Gaines, 
1979; Chafetz and Folk, 1984; Monroe et al., 2005).

However, our recent work in the tectonically active western 
U.S. demonstrates that this is not the case, and that the primary 
origin for much of the CO2 is found deep in the Earth and is tec-
tonic in origin. When we actually trap and analyze the gases ema-
��
������	��
������������+��`��
��
�
������������	�����	�
�	��
solution are, other than water vapor, nearly pure CO2.  The source 
of this CO2 is found by measuring its isotopic composition and 
examining other trace gases in the springs (described in Crossey 
et al., 2006; 2009; Newell et al., 2005, 2008). 

The extent to which New Mexico hot and cool springs are 
CO2-rich is manifested by the travertine deposits around springs, 
and by the PCO2 values that are several orders of magnitude above 
atmospheric (Table 1). Water chemistry can be used to model 
sources of CO2 following methods outlined in Crossey et al. 
(2009) and Chiodini et al. (2004). Sources contributing to the 
CO2 load of springs include: 1) dissolution of carbonates along 

�	+� ��
��� X�carb), 2) carbon of organic origin (Corg), including 
biologically respired CO2 and soil gas, and 3) inputs of endogenic 
CO2 stored and/or generated in the crust and mantle (Cendo). Water 
chemistry can be used to estimate the proportion of CO2 derived 
from dissolution of carbonate. In Colorado Plateau and most New 
Mexico waters, this value is less than 20-50% (Crossey et al., 
2009). After the Ccarb�������	��
���	���
������������13C of each 
spring can be used to estimate the proportions of soil- respired 
CO2����������X�13Corg ���[�������������:��\]������	������
CO2 ���������X�13Cendo  ���=�
	�����]$�Q	�
�������������	�
�����
Z�+�Q����	���*���13C of -2 to -8 per mil (Table 2) suggesting 
a high proportion of endogenic CO2 relative to organic-derived 
CO2 in the groundwaters. We interpret this high endogenic CO2 
	��Z�+�Q����	���������
	������
�
���
��
	������'���
�*����	�	����
setting where many springs emanate from faults and carry man-
tle-derived CO2. The Chimayo geyser well has values that range 
��	�����
	��[<�����
�����
��
	������
��
��������	���������
�	�-
ation of CO2 gas during gas-groundwater interaction and near 
�����������������X�$�$����`�����
���$��[<<���Z�+�����
���$��[<<�]$��

CO2/
3He ratios can also be used to evaluate sources of CO2.  

Mid Ocean Ridge Basalt (MORB) CO2/
3He is about 2 x 109  (7.5 

TABLE 2. Helium and carbon isotopic data from CO2-rich springs in northern New Mexico 

Map # Location name T 
(°C) RC/RA

a CO2/3He 
(x 109) 

% Mantle 
Heb 

�13C 
(‰)c Reference 

1 Chimayo geyser well 15 0.65 nd 8.1 -5.93 Goff and Janek (2002) 

 Chimayo geyser well 15 0.518 140988 6.5 -20.5 this study 

2 Jemez Pueblo- Salt Spring 14.5 0.114 133 1.4 nd Newell et al. (2005) 

 Jemez Pueblo- Upper Owl Spring 15.5 0.384 nd 4.8 nd Newell et al. (2005) 

 Jemez Springs n=2 75 1.27 nd 15.9 -5.15 Goff and Janek (2002) 

3 Jemez River- Soda Dam n=3 47 0.84 418 10.5 -4.9 Goff and Janek (2002) 

4 John Dunn Bridge (Black Rock) hot springs 36 0.09 nd 1.1 nd Newell et al. (2005) 

5 La Madera Travertine 26.2 0.33 456 4.1 -2.2 Newell et al. (2005) 

6 Manby (Stagecoach) Hot Spring- bathhouse  37 0.316 nd 4.0 nd Newell et al. (2005) 

 Manby Hot Spring- S of bathhouse 37.9 0.301 nd 3.8 nd Newell et al. (2005) 

7 Ponce De Leon warm spring 32.7 0.199 nd 2.5 nd Newell et al. (2005) 

8 Tierra Amarilla anticline- twin mounds (LC07SY1) 25 0.17 79.4 2.1 -8.71 this study 

 Tierra Amarilla - Grassy Spring 24.5 0.198 42 2.5 -4.6 Newell et al. (2005) 

9 Valles caldera- Baca Wells n=10 270 4.75 3.91 59.4 -4.95 Goff and Janek (2002) 

 Valles caldera- Sulfer Spring- footbath spring n=12 20 5.16 1.13 64.5 -2.47 Goff and Janek (2002) 

 Valles caldera- Sulfer Spring- womens bathhouse n=4 88 6.16 2.86 77.0 -3.6 Goff and Janek (2002) 

 Valles caldera- VC-2A well n=7 210 5 6.94 62.5 -4.95 Goff and Janek (2002) 

 Valles caldera- VC-2B well n=3 295 5.72 2.37 71.5 -3.3 Goff and Janek (2002) 

10 Zia hot well  54 0.23 nd 2.9 -6.77 Goff and Janek (2002) 

 Zia C-spring 19 0.32 nd 4.0 -5.25 Goff and Janek (2002) 
nd = not determined 
aRC/RA =  air saturated water corrected R/RA using (RC/RA) = ((R/RA)X-1)/(X-1) where X is the air-normalized (He/Ne) ratio multiplied by the 
ßNe/ßHe at 15oC (Ozima and Podosek, 1983) where ßNe and ßHe are the Bunsen solubility coefficients for neon and helium in pure water; RA = 3He/4He 
in air= 1.4 E-06 
b percent mantle He of the total He in sample= [(RC/RA)/8 (MORB-source value)] x 100  
c �13C was measured from dissolved DIC in water for most springs: Valles hydrothermal samples are reported as �13C from exsolved gases; �13C 
reported in permil (‰) versus PDB.  The one-sigma error on �13C is ±0.2 ‰ 
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x 108 - 3 x 109 , Sano and Marty, 1995), whereas this ratio in con-
tinental areas is up to 5 orders of magnitude higher (O’Nions and 
Oxburgh, 1988). Springs of New Mexico have CO2/

3He ratios 
that range from 1-2 x 109, to 1015.  Hydrothermal areas of the 
Valles caldera have values of 1-6 x 109, which is consistent with 
a dominantly mantle source for the CO2. At the other extreme, 
Chimayo geyser has a value of 1015����
�����
��
	������
���2 gas 
fractionation and stripping from groundwater. CO2/

3He values 
of 1011 in many springs (e.g. 4.56 x 1011 at La Madera) suggest 
mixing of mantle values with CO2 stored in the subcrustal litho-
spheric mantle and crust (Crossey et al., 2009) and fractionation 
of CO2 in the shallow groundwater system (Ray et al. 2009; Gil-
`������
���$��[<<�]$�

TRAVERTINE AGES AND IMPLICATIONS FOR
 PALEOHYDROLOGY AND PALEOCLIMATE

Advances in geochronology using uranium-series dating, com-
bined with geochemical and geologic studies, makes travertine 
very useful for better understanding of landscape evolution (for 
example the incision of the Rio Ojo Caliente; Koning et al., 2011) 
and of climatic variability.  Pioneering work on dating Grand 
Canyon travertine deposits was done by Barney Szabo of the 
U.S. Geological Survey (Szabo, 1990) and we are expanding this 
work with recent very detailed studies of geologically well-con-
strained units throughout the Colorado Plateau and Rio Grande 
rift. The new dates have implications for reconstructing climate 
(e.g., Pentecost, 1995), timing of local hydrologic changes, and 
river incision (Pederson and Karlstrom, 2001; Pederson et al., 
2002, 2006; Karlstrom et al., 2007, 2008). Carbonates in subsur-
face cave deposits (speleothems and other karst formations) are 
the subsurface cousins to travertine deposits and these have also 
been used to produce excellent paleoclimate and paleohydrology 
records in the region (e.g., Winograd et al., 1992; Asmerom et al., 
2010). Paleoclimate studies utilizing travertine are just beginning 
and offer rich potential to provide datable continental records of 
changes in the landscape and hydrologic system through time. In 
particular, these deposits have potential to test evolving concepts 
of how desert environments reacted to global glacial/interglacial 
climate cycles. Past positions of the walls of drainages and hill-
slopes can be seen where armoring by travertine has provided a 
resistant cover in areas where stream valleys have progressively 
widened and where, in wetter past hydrologic conditions, springs 
gushed from vents that are now dry. Thus, travertines form a 
rare link between the paleoclimate record, a record of landscape 
change, and the modern groundwater system. 

Table 3 provides a summary of U-series dated travertines of 
northern New Mexico. Of interest in the tabulation of Table 3, the 
Soda Dam and Tierra Amarilla (San Ysidro) deposits are begin-
ning to yield a record of the transition from the penultimate gla-
cial maximum (135 ka), the midpoint of the transition (~130 ka), 
and the ensuing interglacial (125 ka) that is documented globally 
by the transition from oxygen isotope stage 6 to oxygen isotope 
stage 5 (Shackleton et al., 2003). 

The relationship of deposition of large travertine volumes 
to paleohydrology and paleoclimate is still under investigation 

and requires multiple working hypotheses, applied area to area. 
:]�¤������	����
��������2 is steadily and voluminous enough to 
supersaturate local groundwater supply, then  deposition of large 
volumes of travertine may be “water controlled” in the sense 
that more groundwater discharge would produce more travertine 
during cooler and wetter paleoclimates (glacials) and, conversely, 
travertine deposition would be limited during dryer periods (inter-
��������]$��	+�*����[]������������	��+�
�������������	*��+�����
available external CO2 and dilute springs, large volume travertine 
deposition might be “CO2- limited” such that large volumes of 
travertine might be expected during warmer/ dryer paleoclimates 
(interglacials). 3) A tectonic version of the “CO2-limited” model 
might envision that CO2����� ��� ����	������ 
	� ��������
'� ���
volcanism and hence large volumes of travertine deposition may 
be related primarily to tectonics and should show no systematic 
correlation with paleoclimate and paleohydrology shifts. 

Figure 8 shows available travertine dates from northern New 
Mexico plotted on a timeline that also shows global glacial peri-
ods (shaded and even numbers) and interglacial periods (white 
and odd numbers) based on the marine oxygen isotope stage 
(MIS) record (Karner et al., 2002).  Also shown are regional cli-
mate proxies from New Mexico (Fawcett et al., 2011; Asmerom 
et al., 2010), and a southeastern California record (Winograd et 
al.; 1997). Existing data show that travertines have been depos-
ited during both glacial and interglacial paleoclimates. Our cur-
rent effort is to estimate when the largest volumes were deposited 
(Priewisch et al., 2011). We are also beginning to date and use 
climate proxies for continuous records preserved in calcite feeder 
veins that are found in the cores of some travertine mounds and 
that record key climate transitions (Tafoya et al., 2011). Soda 
Dam offers a good record across the sharp transition (deglacia-
tion) from glacial times of MIS 6 to the complex interglacial con-
ditions of MIS 5. Both Soda Dam area and Tierra Amarilla (San 
Ysidro area) contain a record of MIS 5. 

Timing constraints for the MIS 6 to 5 climatic transition 
(Shackleton et al., 2003) suggest rapid deglaciation in a timespan 
as short as 4-10 ka, and a New Mexico record of this important 
timeframe will be examined at Soda Dam. Key global datapoints 
as summarized by Shackleton et al. (2003) include: 1) the marine 
low stand and inferred glacial maximum perhaps as late as 132 
± 2 ka (Esat et al., 1999), or 2) the midpoint of the Stage 6-5 
transition at 135 ± 2 ka (Henderson and Slowey, 2000), 3) the 
MIS 5e highstand and interglacial “plateau” at 129 ± 1 (Cutler et 
al., 1999) to 128 ± 1 ka (Stirling et al., 1998), 4) the start of the 
marine regression that marks the termination of MIS 5e at 116.1 ± 
0.9 ka; Shackelton et al., 2003), and 5) MIS 5a marine highstand 
at 82.9 ± 0.4 ka (Edwards et al., 1997).

LINKS TO NEOTECTONICS AND 
LANDSCAPE EVOLUTION

Figure 1 shows the locations of travertine occurrences in north-
ern New Mexico and Table 3 summarizes existing age constraints 
based on U-series dating. Extensive travertine mounds and plat-
forms developed due to persistent degassing along the NE-trend-
ing faults associated with the Jemez lineament, Valles caldera, 
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FIGURE 8.  Timeline of travertine deposition from locations in northern New Mexico in the context of paleoclimate records.  Travertine ages, obtained 
by U-series geochronology, are shown at top from different areas. Error bars are smaller than plotted symbols for most samples.  Global glacial periods 
(shaded and even numbers) and interglacial periods (white and odd numbers) are shown by marine isotope stages (MIS) from Lisiecki and Raymo 
(2005).  Regional climate proxies are from Fawcett et al. (2011); Asmerom et al. (2010) and Winograd et al. (1997).  Duration of Lake Estancia from 
Allen (2005).  Key dates for the MIS 6 to 5 transition are from Shackelton et al. (2003): 1) Midpoint of the Stage 6-5 transition (135 ± 2 ka; Hender-
son and Slowey, 2000), 2) 60 – 80 m lowstand documented in Aladdin’s Cave at 132 ± 2 ka from Esat et al. (1999) 3) MIS 5e highstand (128 ± 1 ka; 
Stirling et al., 1998), 4) Start of marine regression (116.1 ± 0.9 ka; Shackelton et al., 2003), 5) MIS 5a maxima (82.9 ± 0.4 ka; Edwards et al., 1997).
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and the Embudo transfer zone of the Rio Grande rift. Voluminous 
deposits occur both in the Jemez River and San Ysidro areas, and 
NE of the Jemez Mountains at La Madera.  

Existing U-series ages show that travertines record a > 500 
ka history of deposition. Travertines provide some of the most 
precise dates for calculating bedrock incision rates (Table 3). 
{���������	�������`������	��
����
��
��*��
������
�#��Q��������
discussed in Koning et al. (2011a; see also Newell et al., 2004).  
��
�	�����
�����������+�'�
	���`���
������	�	�	�'�	���	
��
the La Madera cliff section and the high travertines across the 
valley and along the road to El Rito. Parallel dating efforts are 
underway in the Jemez River (San Diego Canyon near Soda 
Dam) giving rates of 150 m/Ma over the last 200 ka (Tafoya et al., 
2011). Travertines of the Rio Salado area west of San Ysidro give 
variable and generally declining incision rates but a long term 
rate of 337 m/Ma over the last 415 ka, which is one of the high-
est bedrock incision rates in New Mexico (Sower et al., 2008; 
Rose-Coss, 2008). Travertines along the Nacimiento fault also 
give high incision rates of > 200 m/Ma (Formento- Tigilio and 
Pazzaglia, 1998). 

CONCLUSIONS

This paper describes features of the La Madera spring and 
travertine deposits that are similar to other regional occurrences 
in northern New Mexico. Several of these features are interpreted 
as evidence for a linked neotectonic system along the Jemez lin-
eament near its intersection with the Rio Grande rift. These neo-
tectonic signals are: 1) CO2- rich springs along faults, 2) volumi-
nous travertine accumulations indicative of dominantly external 
(deeply derived) CO2, 3) elevated 3He/4He composition indicative 
	�������
���	�������	�����
�	��
�����������\]������������
����'�
variable incision rates derived from travertine U-series dating of 
��*���
�������$�����������
�����
��
	������
�'�����������
�	��
���
region due to asthenospheric upwelling along the Jemez linea-
ment. U-series dating on travertine also has the potential to pro-
vide useful paleohydrologic records across important Quaternary 
paleoclimate transitions in the Southwest. Groundwater quality 
����������'���	����������������$�{����	�������
����	��
springs and travertines such as the La Madera travertine show an 
interaction of neotectonic and paleoclimatic forces that continue 

	�������
����������������������������	��+�
���������
�'�����
northern New Mexico. 
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